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Date:

April 23, 2010

To:

Pat Conlin
Acting Police Chief

From:

Michael Stacey
Zoning Administrator/Assistant Planner

Subject:

Outdoor Consumption Requests.

As requested, I am providing information related to Outdoor Consumption in the City of
Stoughton.
1. It appears that Ordinance Section 14-40 (k) (6) b was amended on August 19, 2004 to allow
outdoor consumption at Stella’s Speakeasy. (see attached ordinance) I have also provided
the Public Safety minutes of August 18, 2004 and the Council minutes of August 24, 2004
regarding the approval for Stella’s (now Cully’s) to have outdoor consumption.
2. Currently, there are two requests for alcohol consumption. Dave’s Water’s Edge and Pack R
Place have applied for outdoor alcohol consumption at the rear of their respective buildings.
It appears the neither outdoor consumption area will be able to comply with the 50 foot rule
which states the outdoor consumption area must be more than 50 feet away from a structure
used for residential purposes. Also, Dave’s Water’s Edge most likely will not meet the 50 %
requirement of Section 14-40 (k) (6) b.
3. Additionally, the new Zoning Code that came into effect in the beginning of 2010 deems
taverns as an “Indoor Commercial Entertainment” use. Expanding the use outdoors changes
that portion of the property to an “Outdoor Commercial Entertainment” use. There is a
zoning requirement that Outdoor Commercial Entertainment must be 300 feet from
residentially zoned property. Thus, the properties listed above would not be allowed to
expand their use outdoors for any reason, not just alcohol consumption. Cully’s currently has
a grandfathered use as far as Zoning is concerned. We don’t get involved with licensing
renewals for outdoor consumption and how the grandfathering of Cully’s may or may not
apply.

Please let me know if you have any questions.
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